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	Websites continue to evolve, growing in scope and complexity every year,
	with new features popping up all the time to make the Web look and
	work better. Even people building personal websites use various programming
	languages and server technologies to dish up content.


	Throughout its history, Dreamweaver has managed to keep pace with this changing
	landscape, and Dreamweaver CS5.5 is no exception. It’s capable of doing more than
	any previous version of the program. Whether you want to create database-enabled
	PHP pages, use Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for cutting-edge design effects, dip
	into the dynamic world of JavaScript, explore HTML 5 and CSS3, build websites
	for mobile devices, use content management systems like WordPress or Drupal, or
	simply stick to straightforward HTML pages, Dreamweaver has just about all the
	tools you need.


	Any enterprising designer can create web pages, Cascading Style Sheets, and even JavaScript
	programs with a simple text editor. In fact, Dreamweaver CS5.5’s powerful
	text editor lets you handcraft basic text files or complex database-driven pages. But
	why go to all that trouble when you can use Dreamweaver’s visual approach to pagebuilding,
	where you use friendly buttons, dialog boxes, and panels to create beautiful
	and complex websites. That way, you can let Dreamweaver tackle the bothersome
	chore of writing the underlying HTML code, making creating beautiful and complex
	websites so much easier. Whether you’re new to building web pages or a hard-core,
	hand-coding HTML jockey, Dreamweaver is a powerful tool that lets you build websites
	quickly and efficiently, without compromising the quality of your code.
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Trust in Knowledge Management and Systems in OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2003
Trust in Knowledge Management and Systems in Organizations aims at tying trust to knowledge management (KM). It highlights the complexity of the invisible phenomenon of trust challenged by the global economy. Fresh insights, novel theoretical frameworks, and empirical results and ideas for future research are presented that differ from...
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Modeling the Internet and the Web: Probabilistic Methods and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The World Wide Web is growing in size at a remarkable rate.  It is a huge evolving system and its data are rife with uncertainties.  Probability and statistics are the fundamental mathematical tools that enable us to model, reason and infer meaningful results from such data.  Modelling the Internet and the Web covers the...
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Droid X For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2010

	A full-color guide to the hot-selling Droid X!


	The Droid X has landed and it?s selling like hotcakes! Ultimate For Dummies author Dan Gookin introduces you to everything the Droid X does. Covering a wide range of how-to topics, this full-color guide explores the device's features and shares techniques to getting...
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Digital Texturing & PaintingNew Riders Publishing, 2001
If you work in 3D, you must have this book.  More than a compendium of techniques for the texture professional, (digital) Texturing & Painting gets to the heart of being an artist in the digital realm. With this inspired guide, you'll learn to translate the enviroments you experience into an expressive, complete digital style:
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Non-Transformational Syntax: Formal and Explicit Models of GrammarJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This authoritative introduction explores the four mainnon-transformational syntactic frameworks: Head-driven PhraseStructure Grammar, Lexical-Functional Grammar, Categorial Grammar,and Simpler Syntax. It also considers a range of issues that arisein connection with these approaches, including questions aboutprocessing and acquisition.
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Smart Sensing and Context: 5th European Conference, EuroSSC 2010, PassauSpringer, 2010

	Welcome to the 5th European Conference on Smart Sensing and Context. EuroSSC 2010 is a venue for high-quality papers that describe both original and unpublished research advancing the state of the art in smart surroundings, context-awareness and networked embedded sensor and actuator systems. The conference brings researchers of a variety of...
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